
Queries and answers – UNRWA Invitation to Bid # 
03RFQ000640 (Pharmaceutical Drugs) 

 

  
Please find below the questions that we have received on Invitation to Bid # 
03RFQ000640 (Pharmaceutical Drugs), and the respective answers. 
 
 
Question 1: We are registered with other UN organizations, do we still need to be 
registered with UNRWA? 

Answer 1   : Yes, please note that if your company is not registered in UNRWA list 
of approved suppliers, you have to forward two offers (Company Profile and 
Financial Offer) as explained in the covering letter of the tender and the tender 
instructions. 
 
 
Question 2: can you advice if the said tender falls under UNPD System Contract 
PD/CO152/12? 
 
Answer 2: UNRWA Tender does not fall under UNPD System Contract 
PD/CO152/12. 
 
 
Question 3: would you confirm that Annex E (one year offer), indicates two separate 
shipments to Lebanon, Item 51  (230,400 units) and Item 39  (221,040 units)? 
 
Answer 3: Yes, we have two shipments for Lebanon, 230,400 units by 30 April, 
2014, and 221,040 units by 15 September, 2014 
 
 
Question 4: could you confirm whether you require Certificates for Free Sale with our 
offer or to be included in the shipping documents only? 
 
Answer 4: Free Sale  Certificates must be included in the shipping documents, 
and copy of the free sale certificate must be submitted with the offer for technical 
evaluation of the samples. 
 
 
Question 5: Are there any restrictions with regards to the country of origin from 
manufacturers of the offered products? 
 
Answer 5: There is no restrictions with regards to the country of origin from 
manufacturers of the offered products. 
 
 



Question 6: Would it be possible to receive ANNEX D & E  (price schedule) in Excel 
format ? 
 
Answer 6: Yes, ANNEX D & E  (price schedule) in Excel format are attached 
(please note that the cells of all columns are protected except for the columns of 
Unit Price, Freight Charges and Total Value). 
 
 
Question 7: We would like to ensure the quantities requested are in pieces and not 
packages? 
 
Answer 7: The requested quantities are in packages The packing size is 
mentioned in the description of each item, for tablets and capsules, the quoted 
price is for 100 tablets and capsules regardless the size of the offered package. 
For example, if your package size is 20 tablets then you must quote for five 
packages (20 x 5) 
 
 
Question 8: Please clarify whether any BID Bond / Bank Guarantee is required for the 
said ITB ?   
 
Answer 8: BID Bond / Bank Guarantee is not requested for this ITB. 
 
 
Question 9: Tender says “Estimated Quantity for three years” & “Quantity per Field” We 
would like to know whether these are Quantity in UNITS (each tablet/capsule) or 
Quantity in Packs (Pack of 100/1000…. Respectively) ? 
 
Answer 9: The quantities mentioned in the Estimated Quantity for Three years, 
and Quantities per Field (Annex D and E) are for the unit of measurement (U/M) 
mentioned on each line. For example if the U/M is 00 and the quantity is 5000, this 
means 5,000 x 100 tablets or capsules. If the UM is VI and the quantity is 7,000, 
this means 7,000 vials.   
 
 

Question 10: Is it enough  to submit registration application online with UNGM website/ 
 
Answer 10: No, as registering on line with UNGM does not mean that you are 
registered in UNRWA list of approved suppliers, so you need to send your 
company profile for UNRWA evaluation and approval, as explained in the 
covering letter of the tender, and the tender instructions. 
 
 
Please note that the deadline to receive queries is passed and further questions may 
not be replied.  


